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Badoush and displacement along the Syria Highway, 23 April
th

A major new channel of displacement out of West Mosul has opened. The ISF 9 Armoured Division, with a
th
brigade from the 16 Infantry, is poised to attack the northern neighbourhoods of the city from the west. The
offensive has been delayed but it is expected to begin very soon. Families from Mashirfa, Hawa al Kanisaa, 17
Tammuz and Al Harama are expected to flee in waves towards ISF lines – this follows the first major wave from
Mashrifa and Hawa al Kanisaa on Saturday night.
Up to this point, most IDPs fleeing along the Syria Highway have come from the west, from villages east of Tel
th
Afar, and there continues to be a constant flow of new arrivals. With the 9 Division’s offensive on West Mosul
imminent, the stretch of the Syria Highway either side of Badoush has become a major junction for
displacement, with IDPs coming from both directions. For now, Tell Kaysumah remains the point through
which all displaced families west of Mosul are funnelled, but most take a whole night or more to get there.
Humanitarian partners should consider ways to position stocks of essential supplies such as water, ready-toeat food and milk for babies, toilets and a mobile clinic at the newly established ISF screening site/muster
point on the Syria Highway.

Map showing route from Highway 1 (Baghdad Highway) to the Syria Highway.
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Displacement from north Mosul
On the night of 22/23 April around 500 families displaced from Mashrifa and Hawa al Kanisaa – northern
th
neighbourhoods of West Mosul – walking west the short distance to the 9 Division frontline outside Hulaylah.
After being checked for weapons and explosives by ISF personnel at the frontline, they were put on ISF
transport and taken to a mustering point/screening site at a fuel station on the Syria Highway, next to the
th
th
water project, which is also being used as a 34 Brigade command HQ and 9 Div. CCP. The fuel station (and
water project) have reportedly not received any mortar fire, although we were told that ISIS often targets
Hulayalah with mortars. The IDP families stayed the night in this fuel station. In the morning, personnel from
ISF military intelligence arrived to conduct database screening. After the completion of this process the IDPs
were loaded onto ISF trucks and transported to Tel Kaysumah for further screening by the PMF before onward
transport to Hamam al Alil screening site. They reportedly usually stay for around 2 hours in Tell Kaysumah. It
is possible that at some stage IDPs screened at the Syria Highway site will be transported directly to Hamam al
Alil and not via additional PMF screening. The northern neighbourhoods of West Mosul have long been
reported as the final refuge of most remaining ISIS-affiliated families in the city, therefore there is likely to be a
greater number of arrests as groups of civilians from these neighbourhoods pass through screening. It was
reported that at least 8 ISIS suspects were arrested by the ISF military intelligence (i.e. the first line of
rd
screening) on the morning of the 23 .
The surge of IDPs on the night of 22/23 April is thought to have been a delaying tactic used by ISIS to obstruct
and confuse the ISF offensive by flooding the battlefield with civilians. Whatever the ISIS strategy, they are still
targeting fleeing civilians with sniper fire and casualties have been recorded. The tactic seems to have been
rd
effective (the offensive was reportedly due to start on the 23 ) and therefore displacement from these
neighbourhoods may come in waves, designed to slow the advance. The offensive has now been postponed
rd
more than once since the 23 , but the reasons for this are not clear. Smaller numbers of IDPs have followed
nd
rd
th
each night since that of the 22 /23 (180 families were reported to have been screened on the 25 morning);
however, when the offensive begins, civilians can be expected to displace in their thousands along this route.

The empty fuel station beside the water project on the Syria Highway. There is a small amount of shelter for
IDPs in the buildings at the back.
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Needs
Trucks to transport IDPs to Tell Kaysumah come to the screening site/muster point on the Syria Highway
between 9am and 4pm each day. As most IDPs arrive at the site during the night, they have a long wait –
apparently an average of 10 hours – before onward transport to the PMF screening site at Tell Kaysumah.
Water, ready-to-eat food and milk for babies, toilets and a mobile clinic are needed at this site and the need
will grow. Leftover blankets can also be used at this site as mattresses. The ISF can reportedly offer secure
storage within the water project compound for supplies. If partners are unable to reach the area due to
security concerns, the Free Burma Rangers (the only partner currently situated in the area) are able to
distribute emergency provisions to civilians. As mentioned above, for now, at least, all IDPs are still being taken
to Tell Kaysumah; the positioning of supplies there would be an alternative option to support these families if
the Syria Highway is considered too far away.

Trauma referral
A key concern regarding this route of displacement is trauma referral; Hulaylah and the Syria Highway are very
poorly situated for the urgent referral of trauma patients. The road between the Syria Highway and Baghdad
Highway (Highway 1), via Tell Kaysumah and Bakhira, is very poor. At the very best, journey time for civilian
casualties is around 1 hour 15 minutes to Aspen field hospital (aka Athbah field hospital) on Highway 1 (for
civilians) and the same for military casualties to the PMF field hospital at Scorpion Junction, although we have
heard of the journey taking over 2 hours. ISF have limited equipment to deal with trauma casualties at the
frontline; for now, their only support in this regard is coming from the medics of the Free Burma Rangers
(FBR). We were told that around 40% of casualties with serious trauma injuries do not survive this journey; the
9th Div. medical staff have requested a helicopter to be stationed at the water project CCP to evacuate severe
cases as well as an NBC team from the MoD to deal with casualties suffering from exposure to chemical
agents. There will be a new and much improved referral route from this area once Al Tanak neighbourhood is
fully secured by ISOF, opening the way for direct transport to Scorpion Junction through the southern
neighbourhoods of West Mosul.

It is a bumpy dirt road from Tell Kaysumah to the Syria Highway: slow but not impassable for trucks.
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Displacement from the Tel Afar direction
The Free Burma Rangers (FBR) have been located in the Badoush area since the end of March, distributing
food and water and providing medical care for IDPs and remaining communities. Since 30 March they estimate
that around 15,000 individuals have come from villages east of Tel Afar (Az Zanazil, Lazzaga and other villages
close by), still deep within ISIS territory, and around 1,000 individuals from West Mosul (up to but not
including the approx. 500 families who arrived on 22/23 April). The greatest influx from the Tel Afar direction
took place on 5 April when around 7,000 individuals arrived, mostly on privately owned trucks and other
vehicles. It is not fully understood why ISIS allowed such a large and conspicuous column of vehicles to leave in
what must have been a coordinated movement, although as expected, ISIS members were later discovered
trying to escape among the IDPs. The vehicles could not be properly checked on the Syria Highway but food
and water were distributed to the families and the convoy was guided onwards to Tel Kaysumah for screening.
Around 100-200 individuals continue to arrive on foot from Az Zanazil and other villages each day. They
receive support from FBR and are transported onwards to Tel Kaysumah.

Badoush and nearby villages
A small percentage of the populations of Badoush and re-taken villages nearby have decided to stay in their
homes. FBR has distributed food (enough for 2 weeks to 1 month) and water and provided basic medical care
to families from Badoush, numbering roughly 1,400 individuals. ISF and FBR also distributed food and water to
52 families in Ath Thaljah on 19 April and 50 families in Ar Rayhaniyah, although the latter is unconfirmed.
Damarchi and Khabirat al Atshanah, which lie on the route between Tel Kaysumah and the Syria Highway, each
contain around 20 families; ISF personnel staying in these villages often provide them with basic supplies.
These are reportedly all original inhabitants of the villages and not IDP families from elsewhere. On previous
visits we have seen groups of nomadic herders with livestock and vehicles on the road between Bakhira and
Tell Kaysumah although none were visible on 23 April. There are reportedly around 200-300 individuals from
Zumar – nomadic families according to ISF – who have settled temporarily on the banks of the Tigris just north
of Badoush, beside the dam. We were unable to confirm details. Food and water was also distributed by FBR
to a further 600 individuals (IDPs) from villages towards Tel Afar, who stayed on the outskirts of Badoush for a
prolonged period before moving on to Tell Kaysumah within the last few days. Until recently an organisation
called Christian Aid Ministries (CAM) was also in the Badoush area, distributing food and water, and may
return. Free Burma Rangers are due to move further east towards Hulaylah very soon.
The PMF (chiefly Abbas Brigade and Kataib al Imam Ali) remains in and around Tell Kaysumah, but the road
th
towards the Syria Highway, including the villages Damarchi and Khabirat al Atshanah, are under 9 Div.
control. The PMF have also vacated the water project on the Syria Highway and the surrounding area so that
th
the 9 Div. have full control of the screening site/mustering point that has been established at the adjacent
fuel station.
Water projects on the Syria Highway and in Badoush town
The large water project on the Syria Highway (36°23'6"N 42°59'41"E) – adjacent to the new muster
point/screening site – supplies water to the majority of neighbourhoods in West Mosul. It is also the site of the
th
th
th
34 Brigade ISF command HQ and a 9 Div. CCP. There is another 9 Div. CCP in Badoush town, near the
cement factory, but this will be moved further west shortly, most likely to Hulaylah. According to the ISF (and
by appearances) the water project is undamaged. The facility has also been checked for IEDs. Returning this
water project to full functionality (and repairing the pipe network when possible) will greatly benefit
thousands of families in West Mosul. There is another water project close by in Badoush town
(36°25'33.4"N 42°57'53.3"E) which supplies water to the town and some nearby villages. This water project
also appears to be mostly undamaged, although it is in need of rehabilitation and a technical inspection. Most
areas of Badoush town have suffered only light damage. There has been some clearance of IEDs and UXOs
(cleared buildings are marked with a green ‘Tem’ in Arabic), although some 120mm mortar rounds are visible
beside the main road.
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th

The 9 Div. CCP within the water project complex.

The water project on the Syria Highway is vast and apparently undamaged.
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The water project in Badoush town, on the banks of the Tigris.
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